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Abstract

42

Background: The monthly disbursement of social assistance (SA) payments to people who use

43

illicit drugs (PWUD) has been temporally associated with increases in drug-related harm. Yet,

44

whether SA receipt changes drug use intensity compared to levels of use at other times in the

45

month has not been established. We therefore examined this relationship among PWUD in

46

Vancouver, Canada (2005-2013).

47

Methods: Data were derived from prospective cohorts of HIV-positive and HIV-negative PWUD.

48

Every six months, participants were asked about their illicit drug use during the last 180 days

49

and the past week. We determined whether SA receipt occurred within the assessment’s one-

50

week recall period. We employed generalized estimating equations controlling for confounders

51

to examine the relationship between SA receipt and the change in drug use intensity, defined as

52

a 100% increase in the average times per day a given drug was used in the last week compared

53

to the previous 6 months. We tested the robustness of this relationship by stratifying analyses

54

by whether individuals primarily used stimulants, illicit opioids or engaged in polydrug use and

55

examining the timing of SA receipt relative to date of assessment.

56

Results: Our study included 2,661 individuals (median age 36, 32% female) with 1,415(53.2%)

57

reporting SA receipt occurring within the one-week recall period of the assessment at least

58

once. SA receipt was independently associated with intensified drug use (Adjusted Odds Ratio

59

[AOR]:1.79; 95% Confidence Interval [CI]:1.53,2.09), and remained significant when stratified by

60

primary use of stimulants (AOR:1.87;95%CI:1.54,2.26), opioids (AOR:1.96;95%CI:1.23,3.13)

61

and polydrug use (AOR:1.53;95%CI:1.11,2.10).

62

Conclusion: We found a temporal association between SA receipt and drug use intensification.

63

While the health and social benefits of SA are significant, these findings suggest that alternative

64

disbursement strategies, such as staggered or smaller and more frequent SA payments may be

65

able to mitigate drug-related harm. Alternatives should be tested rigorously.

66

Keywords: Canada, social assistance, government transfers, drug use intensity, stimulants,

67

opioids, polydrug use, Vancouver

68

69

Introduction

70

Many people who use illicit drugs (PWUD) are vulnerable to socio-economic insecurity and

71

face various individual and structural barriers to formal employment, including chronic

72

homelessness, limited formal education or employment skills, workplace drug-testing, criminal

73

record checks, and employer discrimination. (Cebulla, Heaver, Smith, & Sutton, 2004;

74

Richardson, Wood, & Kerr, 2013) Social assistance (SA) provides a critical source of income for

75

many PWUD to meet basic needs and alleviate the adverse health effects of poverty.

76

(Immervoll, 2009; Nelson, 2004; Walker, 2004)

77

Higher income may improve individual health outcomes through its direct influence on

78

material conditions (ability to work, housing, health care access and nutrition) and indirectly by

79

enabling control over life situations. (Deaton, 2002; Marmot, 2004) However, observational

80

studies have found that higher income among PWUD is also associated with high-intensity drug

81

use (Bretteville-Jensen & Sutton, 1996; DeBeck et al., 2007; Deschenes & Anglin, 1991;

82

Grapendaal, Lewu, & Nelen, 1995; Sherman & Latkin, 2002), suggesting a more complex

83

relationship between income and drug use. While this association may be explained in part by

84

the need for individuals with higher intensity drug addiction to generate more income in order to

85

meet their drug use needs (Bourgois, 1998; Deering et al., 2013; Maher, 1997), observational

86

studies also suggest that some income generation strategies can contribute to higher intensity

87

drug use or create additional barriers to decreasing drug use. Specifically, research from

88

Vancouver, Canada (DeBeck et al., 2011; Kerr T et al., 2008; Long et al., 2014) and other

89

settings (Bretteville-Jensen & Sutton, 1996; Fischer B, 1999; Grapendaal et al., 1995; Sherman

90

& Latkin, 2002) suggest that people who self-report high intensity drug use are more likely to

91

report income from street-based activities such as sex work and drug-dealing. Engagement in

92

street-based activities may impede decreasing drug use (Ti L, 2014), directly when individuals

93

are paid in drugs rather than money (Bretteville-Jensen & Sutton, 1996; Shannon K et al., 2008;

94

Small et al., 2013) and indirectly as individuals may increase drug use in response to work

95

stresses (Draus PJ, 2010; Erikson P, 2002). Taken together, this body of research suggests the

96

potential for reverse causality in the income and drug intensity relationship: higher intensity drug

97

use may lead individuals to generate income, but income generation strategies (particularly from

98

sex work and drug dealing) may in turn contribute to higher intensity drug use. The

99

hypothesized reverse-causality, or endogeneity of income in the demand for illicit drugs,

100

challenges efforts to isolate the competing directional effects of the drug use-income

101

relationship empirically, which are necessarily conflated in observational studies not explicitly

102

addressing income endogeneity. Monthly SA disbursements provide a valuable opportunity to

103

analyze the effect of income on illicit drug use. This source of income is made available at a

104

predictable, exogenously-determined time, not motivated by prior drug use, thus precluding the

105

endogeneity likely implicated in other income generating activities. Here, we use the fact that

106

the Government of British Columbia issues SA to nearly all eligible recipients once a month on

107

the same day, similar to many other North American jurisdictions (Li, Sun, Marsh D. C., & Anis,

108

2007). In British Columbia, SA is distributed by the BC Ministry of Social Development and

109

Social Innovation, generally on the last Wednesday of each month (Province of British

110

Columbia, 2016b), and rates are contingent on recipient age, family size, and disability status

111

(Province of British Columbia, 2016a). The SA program is structured as a program of last resort

112

for persons who have exhausted other means of legal financial support, and applicants must

113

have expended nearly all assets to become eligible (Tweddle, Battle, & Torjman, 2015). Frozen

114

since the last rate increase in 2007 (Tweddle et al., 2015), three general levels of assistance are

115

disbursed: single “employable” individuals receive $610.00 CAD per month, those classified as

116

persons facing persistent multiple barriers receive $657.92 CAD per month and Persons with

117

Disability receive $906.42 per month (Province of British Columbia, 2016a). Rates are inclusive

118

of a shelter allowance of $375 CAD per month, with the remainder provided as a support

119

allowance (Province of British Columbia, 2016a). Even after considering income from additional

120

provincial tax credits, rates fall between 28-60% of Canadian thresholds for after-tax low income

121

cut off (Tweddle et al., 2015). Further, individuals in Vancouver face some of the highest costs

122

of living in Canada (The Economist Data Team, 2016), including some of the highest housing

123

costs and lowest vacancy rates in the world (Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation,

124

2015).

125

Consistent with the evidence identifying a complex drug use-income relationship, and given

126

the difficulty of observing drug use, a number of studies have linked monthly SA disbursement

127

to cyclical and substantial increases in the risk of experiencing drug-related harms, including

128

accidental overdose (Otterstatter, Amlani, Guan, Richardson, & Buxton, 2016; Riddell & Riddell,

129

2006; Verheul, Singer, & Christenson, 1997; Zlotorzynska et al., 2014), hospitalizations (Dobkin

130

& Puller, 2007; Halpern & Mechem, 2001; Maynard C, 2000), drug-induced psychiatric

131

emergency department visits (Catalano & McConnell, 1999; Pickett T, 2015), HIV and

132

substance abuse treatment interruption (Anis et al., 2002; Chan et al., 2004; Svikis, Pickens,

133

Schweitzer, Johnson, & Haug, 1999), and related burdens on health, social and police services

134

(Brunette, Kominsky, & Ruiz, 1991; Li et al., 2007; Pickett T, 2015; Riddell & Riddell, 2006;

135

Shaner et al., 1995; Verheul et al., 1997; Zlotorzynska et al., 2014). While the aforementioned

136

studies used predominantly administrative data, studies examining the drug use-income

137

relationship that directly account for drug use are rare. For example, a study examining the

138

probability of use of cocaine or opioids among former recipients of supplemental security

139

income who had received disability benefits for drug addiction and alcoholism in 1996 found a

140

higher probability of a positive urinalysis test in the first 10 days of the month compared to later

141

in the month, with no difference between individuals requalifying for supplemental security

142

income and those losing their benefits (Swartz, Hsieh, & Baumohl, 2003). However, their

143

outcome examined the association between the timing of SA disbursements and the likelihood

144

of any drug use, as opposed to changes in levels of drug use. Another study among homeless

145

individuals with severe mental illnesses used self-reported measures of illicit drug use drawn

146

from the Addiction Severity Index but examined longitudinal increases in overall drug use

147

associated with SA receipt as opposed to the timing of drug use intensification (Rosen,

148

McMahon, Lin, & Rosenheck, 2006).

149

A recent review has pointed out that monthly SA disbursement schedule alters the timing of

150

substance use rather than increase the overall level of use over an extended timeframe (Rosen,

151

2011). Intensified use immediately following SA receipt may be the cause of much of the drug-

152

related harm identified by observational studies to date. The mechanisms that produce such

153

intensification may be linked to the additional resources available following SA payments for the

154

consumption of drugs, but may also be connected to the broader physical, social, economic,

155

and policy features of the drug use environment (Rhodes, 2009). For example, low levels of

156

income assistance may require individuals to supplement their income from other prohibited and

157

illegal sources such as drug dealing, sex work, or street-based income generation. The

158

environment in which this activity occurs may increase individual exposures to drug use scenes,

159

which have been associated with economic marginalization and drug-related risk (Richardson et

160

al., 2013). As such, the level of integration in such scenes may amplify individual propensity for

161

increased use, particularly in places where socio-economic marginalization is concentrated and

162

SA receipt is synchronized across the population.

163

To our knowledge, the proximal relationship between SA receipt and drug use intensity has

164

not been explicitly studied, likely due to the challenge of measuring drug use in the immediate

165

period following SA receipt. If this relationship can be established, it may follow that smaller and

166

more frequent SA disbursements may mitigate the intensification of drug use linked to SA

167

receipt, though this may vary across different drug types (e.g., stimulants, opioids) because of

168

the different patterns of use associated with different substances. Understanding the immediate

169

effect of a monthly SA disbursement on drug use intensity across different types of drug use can

170

thus provide critical insights into how SA policy can be leveraged to reduce drug-related harm

171

among PWUD. Thus, we undertook the current study, which takes advantage of complementary

172

data from three large and long-running prospective cohort studies of PWUD in Vancouver with

173

assessments of both immediate and longer-term drug use intensity, to determine the

174

association between SA receipt and drug use intensity.

175
176

Methods

177

Data for this analysis were derived from a series of ongoing open prospective cohort

178

studies involving people who use illicit drugs: the At-Risk Youth Study (ARYS); the AIDS Care

179

Cohort to evaluate Exposure to Survival Services (ACCESS); and the Vancouver Injection Drug

180

Users Study (VIDUS). HIV-seronegative individuals who inject (VIDUS), HIV-seropositive

181

individuals who use (ACCESS) and street-involved youth who use (ARYS) illicit drugs are

182

recruited through word of mouth, street out-reach, and referrals (Strathdee et al., 1997). VIDUS

183

and ACCESS began recruitment in 1996, with ARYS initiating in 2005. The three cohorts,

184

including recruitment and follow-up assessments, have been described in detail previously

185

(Strathdee et al., 1997; Tyndall et al., 2003; Wood, Stoltz, Li, Montaner, & Kerr, 2006; Wood,

186

Stoltz, Montaner, & Kerr, 2006). Briefly, individuals are eligible for the study if they live in

187

Greater Vancouver at the time of enrolment, injected (VIDUS) or used (ACCESS and ARYS)

188

illicit drugs other than cannabis in the previous month, are between 14 and 26 (ARYS) or

189

greater than 18 (VIDUS and ACCESS) years of age and provided written informed consent. At

190

baseline and semi-annual follow-up, individuals complete an interviewer-administered

191

questionnaire that elicits information pertaining to socio-demographic characteristics, drug use,

192

treatment utilization, HIV risk behaviors and other exposures and outcomes. Study instruments

193

are coordinated across cohorts to facilitate pooled analyses. Participants also complete a

194

health-specific questionnaire and obtain blood specimens for HIV and Hepatitis C Virus (HCV)

195

serology, and HIV disease monitoring (e.g., CD4 counts, HIV-1 RNA viral load and genotyping)

196

where appropriate. Individuals are offered an honorarium of $30 CAD for each study visit. All

197

cohort studies have been approved by the University of British Columbia/Providence Health

198

Care Research Ethics Board, and ethical approval for this study was also obtained from the

199

University of British Columbia/Providence Health Care Research Ethics Board and the Simon

200

Fraser University Research Ethics Board.

201

The study questionnaire collects detailed information about illicit drug use in the previous

202

six months as well as the week prior to the follow-up assessment. Relevant questionnaire items

203

for the current analysis include: “In the last six months, when you were using, which of the

204

following drugs did you use, and how often?”; “In the last six months, on a typical day when you

205

used, how many times did you use?”; “In the last week, how many days did you use this drug?”;

206

“On average - on the days you used - how many times per day did you use during the last

207

week?” Answers for how many times per day a drug was used on average were reported by

208

individuals as integers. We considered data from all observations collected between January

209

2005 and May 2013. Participants were included if they had a complete baseline assessment but

210

were excluded if they had missing drug use or covariate information at any assessment.

211
212

Measures

213

Increased illicit drug use

214

The dependent variable in this analysis was the intensification of drug use in the last

215

week when compared to the previous six months, defined as using at least twice as frequently

216

as usual, measured in terms of the average times per day a drug was used in the last week

217

compared to the average times per day a drug was used in the last six months. Our outcome of

218

interest is constructed as a binary indicator (≥100% increase vs <100% increase), as our

219

primary concern is with levels of harm which are likely to be greater with larger variations in

220

patterns of use. Given that we do not observe quantity or purity per use, we assume that on

221

average, each time of use is equivalent in terms of purity-adjusted quantity. Other thresholds

222

were also considered in sensitivity analyses, as detailed below.

223

We considered primary drug use, defined as either daily use of a drug or the drug with

224

the highest frequency of use, and classified participants into three categories: Primary use of

225

illicit opioids (heroin, methadone, morphine or other prescription opioids), primary use of

226

stimulants (cocaine, crack cocaine, methamphetamine) and polydrug use. Polydrug use was

227

defined as reporting a combination of more than one primary drug among any of the

228

aforementioned illicit drugs, i.e., daily drug use of more than one substance other than

229

cannabis.

230
231

The timing of SA receipt

232

We first determined whether a monthly SA disbursement was captured within the one-

233

week recall period of the drug use items included in the biannual assessments. We then

234

determined whether SA receipt was reported by participants in the biannual assessment.

235

Therefore, the primary independent variable of interest was a binary indicator of SA receipt

236

occurring within the one-week recall period of the study follow-up assessment compared to

237

either SA receipt occurring outside the one-week recall period or no SA receipt. As such, given

238

SA disbursement occurring on the last Wednesday of every month and biannual assessments

239

occurring only on weekdays excluding the afternoon of SA disbursement days, during which our

240

field office is closed, the binary indicator would capture SA receipt and completion of the

241

biannual assessment on the Thursday following SA disbursement (SA receipt 1 day prior),

242

Friday (SA receipt 2 days prior), Monday (SA receipt 5 days prior), Tuesday (SA receipt 6 days

243

prior) or Wednesday (SA receipt 7 days prior).

244
245

Covariates

246

We considered several additional individual level covariates in our analyses. Self-

247

reported primary source of income at the time of assessment was coded with categories for

248

employment, social assistance, sex work, drug dealing or other acquisitive crime, and street-

249

based income generation (including informal recycling or “binning”, car window washing or

250

“squeegeeing”, or panhandling). Other potential confounding socio-demographic and risk factors

251

included gender (male vs. female), age (in years), race/ethnicity (white vs. other), history of

252

mental illness (yes vs. no), participation in opioid agonist treatment (i.e., methadone or

253

suboxone) at the time of assessment (yes vs. no), and both HCV and HIV antibody status. Also

254

considered were binary covariates attempting to capture some of the social, structural and

255

environmental elements of the broader risk environment of our study. Included was a binary

256

indicator of a self-report of injecting in a public place such as a street, public lavatory, alley,

257

park, parking lot, or other public setting, which has been associated with physical, social and

258

increased HIV-related risk (Rhodes et al., 2006; Small, Rhodes, Wood, & Kerr, 2007). Also

259

included was a binary indicator of unstable housing at the time of interview, defined as living in a

260

hotel, hostel, or being homeless; and a binary indicator of residency in the Downtown Eastside

261

(DTES). The DTES has been characterized as an impoverished area with high prevalence of

262

mental illness, illicit drug use, and marginalization. The indicator variable was included due to

263

the large concentration of PWUD, hypothesized to be a cue for intensified drug use in an area

264

with a large proportion of social assistance recipients.

265
266

Statistical Analysis

267

Our statistical analysis proceeded in four steps. First, we assessed baseline

268

characteristics of participants included in our study and compared the characteristics of those

269

who reported at least once over the study period receiving SA within the one-week recall period

270

of the assessment and those who did not. Second, we compared drug-use patterns and primary

271

source of income from assessments where participants reported SA receipt occurring within the

272

one-week recall period of the assessment with those at which participants did not. In both

273

cases, categorical variables were compared using Pearson’s χ2 tests, and continuous variables

274

were compared using Mann-Whitney tests.

275

Third, we employed generalized estimating equations (GEE) analyses with a logit link

276

and exchangeable covariance matrix to examine the association between reporting SA receipt

277

within the one-week recall period of the assessment and intensified drug use, adjusting for

278

relevant confounders in the multivariable analyses. GEE models were used because of our

279

focus on population average effects at the observation level, and while this approach allowed us

280

to control for individual-level correlation it did not require joint distributional assumptions of the

281

observed data and the individual-level random effects for robust inference (Hubbard et al,

282

2010). We controlled for primary drug use category in the past 6 months, primary source of

283

income at the time of assessment, gender, age, race/ethnicity, current living conditions

284

(unstable housing, currently residing in the DTES), opioid agonist treatment receipt, injecting in

285

public, and both HCV and HIV antibody status. We also executed stratified analyses according

286

to primary drug use category: illicit opioids, stimulants, or polydrug use.

287

Lastly, we conducted several sensitivity analyses to determine the robustness of our

288

results. First, we explored the robustness of our results to the temporal association of drug use

289

intensification with SA receipt by examining the timing of SA receipt day-by-day within the one-

290

week recall period of the drug use items. We also considered whether the assessment was

291

completed on the same day as SA receipt or during the two days directly preceding SA receipt,

292

i.e. SA receipt did not occur within the drug use recall window, but followed shortly after

293

assessment, and may therefore also be associated with increases in use leading up to

294

assistance distribution. Second, we used different increase thresholds in drug use frequency

295

compared to the 100% threshold used in initial analyses. For the lower-bound threshold, we

296

considered previous evidence of health status responsiveness to a 20% decrease in the

297

Addiction Severity Index (ASI) illicit drug use composite score in establishing our drug use

298

intensification threshold (Nosyk et al., 2010). Given that we were assessing substance-specific

299

change over a shorter time frame than the ASI composite score, we chose a lower-bound

300

threshold of 40% to account for greater expected variability in short-term intensity of use. For

301

the upper-bound threshold, we chose using three times as much as usual, i.e., a 200% increase

302

indicator. Third, we estimated our model using a 100% increase indicator restricted to each

303

individuals’ primary drug use, as defined above, to assess if our results were robust to

304

examining only the substance with highest frequency of use. Lastly, to examine the association

305

between the timing of SA receipt and the different ways an individual could increase drug use,

306

we repeated our analyses on an alternative indicator capturing increased frequency of use,

307

defined as a change from less than daily to at least daily use of illicit opioids or stimulants.

308

Two-sided p-values were reported and those less than 0.05 were considered statistically

309

significant. All statistical analyses were executed in SAS version 9.4 and figures were produced

310

using R version 3.2.2.

311
312

Results

313

A total of 2,919 participants met the study’s inclusion criteria. We excluded 258 (8.8%)

314

due to missing information on drug use history or on covariates of interest in any of their

315

assessments. The 2,661 participants included in the study had 14,961 assessments in the final

316

analytic sample. Among the 2,661 participants included, at baseline the median age was 36,

317

32.4% were women, 85.8% had a history of homelessness and 92.7% reported SA receipt.

318

Participants who were excluded from the study were more likely to be younger, to live outside

319

the DTES, and be part of the ARYS cohort. Excluded participants were less likely to have used

320

injection drugs, experienced non-fatal overdose, and be HIV or HCV seropositive (Supplemental

321

Table A1 [INSERT LINK TO SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL]).

322

Over a median of 5 follow-up assessments (Inter-Quartile Range [IQR]: 2, 10), 1,415

323

participants (53.2%) reported SA receipt within the one-week recall period in 2,859

324

assessments. Compared to those who never reported SA receipt occurring within the one-week

325

recall period of the assessment, those who did were more likely to have a history of living in the

326

DTES area and of injecting drugs or overdosing, and being HIV and HCV positive. Table 1

327

presents detailed baseline characteristics. Figure 1 shows the timing of SA receipt in relation to

328

the one-week drug use recall period and Table 2 presents income and drug use characteristics

329

compared between those who do and do not have a follow up assessment within one week of

330

SA disbursement.

331

Stimulants were the most commonly-used drugs (65.5%) and participation in opioid

332

agonist treatment was common (41.9%). SA was the most frequently reported primary source of

333

income (63.5%), followed by street-based income generation, drug dealing or acquisitive crime

334

(15.2%). Finally, a total of 635 participants (23.9%) reported at least once over the study period

335

having a 100% drug use increase in the week prior to interview compared to their assessment

336

of drug use in the previous six months.

337

In our multivariable analysis, SA receipt within the one-week recall period of assessment

338

was independently associated with drug use intensification (Adjusted Odds Ratio (AOR): 1.79;

339

95% Confidence Interval (95% CI): 1.53, 2.09) (Figure 2). Reporting employment as a primary

340

source of income compared to SA was associated with intensified drug use (AOR:1.46; 95%

341

CI:1.11, 1.92), as was reporting injecting in public in the last six months (AOR:1.49; 95%

342

CI:1.24, 1.78). Table 3 presents detailed results, and factors associated with intensified drug

343

use. When stratified by primary drug use category, SA receipt within the one-week recall period

344

remained independently associated with drug use intensification for all primary use categories,

345

including stimulants (AOR:1.87; 95% CI:1.54, 2.26), illicit opioids (AOR:1.96; 95% CI:1.23, 3.13)

346

and polydrug use (AOR:1.53; 95% CI:1.11, 2.10) (Supplemental Table A2 [INSERT LINK TO

347

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL]).

348

Results of the sensitivity analyses conducted day-by-day highlighted a robust temporal

349

relationship between the timing of SA receipt and drug use intensification (Figure 2). SA receipt

350

occurring 1-day as well as 2-, 5-, 6- and 7-days prior to assessment completion (as

351

assessments occurred only on weekdays, there were no observations on the 3- and 4-days

352

prior) were independently associated with drug use intensification (AOR values ranged from

353

1.54 (95% CI:1.16, 2.05) to 2.79 (95% CI:1.74, 4.47)) while SA receipt the same day or in the 2

354

days following assessment completion had a negative association with drug use intensification,

355

although not statistically significant (AOR values ranged from 0.45 (95% CI:0.18, 1.10) to 0.97

356

(95% CI:0.67, 1.14)) (Supplemental Table A3 [INSERT LINK TO SUPPLEMENTARY

357

MATERIAL]). Results for lower-bound and upper-bound intensification thresholds demonstrated

358

a similar direction of association with a similar magnitude for the 40% threshold (AOR:1.81; 95%

359

CI:1.58, 2.07) and a larger magnitude for the 200% threshold (AOR:2.77; 95% CI:2.16, 3.57),

360

suggesting our results were robust to the threshold used. Results were also similar when the

361

100% increase indicator was restricted to each individuals’ primary drug use (AOR:1.84; 95

362

CI:1.49, 2.26). SA receipt was also independently associated with the alternative indicator

363

capturing increased frequency of use, defined as a change from non-daily to daily use

364

(AOR:1.32; 85% CI:1.04, 1.68). However, when stratified by primary drug category, the

365

association remained significant for stimulant use only (AOR:1.45; 95% CI:1.05, 2.00)

366

(Supplemental Table A4 [INSERT LINK TO SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL]).

367
368

Discussion

369

Using long-term prospective cohort data from PWUD in Vancouver, Canada, this study

370

has demonstrated a strong temporal association between social assistance receipt and an

371

increase in drug use intensity, compared to levels of use at other times. Additionally, alternate

372

analyses examining day-by-day timing of SA receipt considering potential changes in drug use

373

intensity prior to SA receipt also revealed a consistent temporal pattern characterized by an

374

increased likelihood of immediate drug use intensification following SA receipt and a lower

375

likelihood of increased drug use intensity in the 7-10 days prior to cheque issue. While SA

376

receipt may critically mitigate health harm resulting from extreme poverty, it may also

377

inadvertently contribute to drug-related harm by providing a cue for intensified use. Notably,

378

while results of the current analyses are consistent with previous studies, it is not clear how

379

much of the intensified use is attributable to the individual-level cue of being paid (Epstein et al.,

380

2009) or to the social-level cue of all individuals being paid at the same time (Small et al., 2011;

381

Verheul et al., 1997; Zlotorzynska et al., 2014). In the current study context, previous literature

382

noting the importance of social cues in the overall risk environment for drug-related harm may

383

be of particular relevance in this regard (Rhodes, 2009). While all individuals receive a cue for

384

intensified consumption (Shapiro, 2005; Stephens, 2003), the relative contribution of each of

385

individual and social cues to intensified use cannot be distinguished through observational

386

research. In order to do so, a controlled study that is able to separate the individual from social

387

cues would be required.

388

These findings support a growing body of evidence that drug use and drug-related harm

389

increase following SA cheque issue (Rosen, 2011). For example, the results from our study are

390

consistent with prior aggregate-level results compiled from Insite, a supervised injection facility

391

in Vancouver, showing an immediate increase following monthly SA disbursement for both the

392

total number of injections performed and rates of non-fatal overdose (Zlotorzynska et al., 2014).

393

Moreover, there is empirical support for our findings among broader populations of SA

394

recipients. Stephens (2003) found that among households for which SA represents an important

395

portion of their income, amounts spent on consumption increased between 7% and 20% in the

396

week following SA receipt, and increases were even larger the day of and the day after SA

397

receipt. Lastly, our results are also consistent with findings among SA recipients that have

398

documented decreases in consumption immediately before SA receipt (Shapiro, 2005;

399

Stephens, 2003).

400

Another finding to emerge from our analyses is that the temporal association between

401

SA receipt and drug use intensification was found to be even stronger for individuals reporting

402

tripling their usual intensity of use compared to their habitual patterns of use. This finding was

403

consistent across individuals using stimulants, opioids or with polydrug use, and given that the

404

effect appears to be largely driven by each individuals’ primary use substance, our findings

405

suggest the effect of SA receipt may motivate a relative change in behavior, characterized by

406

important momentary intensification of typical drug use levels, as opposed to an absolute

407

change in individuals’ patterns of use. Taken together, our results indicating that there is a

408

stronger association between the timing of SA receipt the greater the intensification of drug use

409

and confirm aggregate-level observations of increased high-risk drug use and drug related

410

harm, such as binge use and accidental overdose, surrounding SA disbursement (Otterstatter et

411

al., 2016)

412

These findings further support repeated calls for interventions and policies that may

413

prevent the cyclical increases in drug-related harms associated with monthly coordinated SA

414

disbursement (Riddell & Riddell, 2006; Zlotorzynska, Wood, Montaner, & Kerr, 2013). Policies

415

such as staggered or smaller and more frequent SA disbursements may have the potential to

416

decrease drug-related harms and should be tested rigorously, particularly if combined with

417

measures to support housing security, such as the provision in British Columbia that allows for

418

rent payments to be made directly from the government to a recipient’s landlord. Such

419

alternatives could have important social, economic and public health implications. Further, given

420

findings

421

mismanagement (Hamilton & Potenza, 2012), and how these both relate to delayed discounting,

422

a type of impulsivity associated with harmful behavior, it is also important to assess how such

423

policies may impact financial practices among PWUD and whether they can mitigate some of

424

the socio-economic insecurity to which PWUD can be particularly vulnerable.

of

the

common

co-occurrence

of

substance

use

disorders

and

financial

425

This analysis has several limitations. First, our measures of drug use, SA receipt as well

426

as for other sources of income, rely on self-report. While one of the most frequently raised

427

issues of self-reported data is the reliability of disclosure and other forms of reporting bias, this

428

concern should be mitigated by the repetition of follow-up assessments and nearly 20 year

429

relationships between the investigative team and the community (Johnson & Golub, 2007). As

430

such, we have no reason to suspect that participants would systematically over- or under- report

431

their drug use activity. Second, while we controlled for other primary sources of income, we

432

could not control for the possibility that drug use intensification resulted in an increased need for

433

income and subsequent engagement in income generation activities. However, given that the

434

timing of SA receipt is not motivated by prior drug use, potential bias from the endogenous

435

relationship between income and drug use should be minimized. Further, while there may exist

436

cyclical variation in income generating strategies that could affect levels of use, we assume that

437

these would result in conservative biases as people generating income on government cheque

438

issue days would likely have less time to intensify drug use. Third, although we attempted to

439

control for relevant confounding in this non-experimental setting, the association we found may

440

still have been influenced by individual heterogeneity and unmeasured factors influencing

441

individuals’ response to either individual-level or social-level cues of being paid. Nevertheless,

442

given that the timing of SA receipt is plausibly exogenous and the focus on population average

443

effects of our statistical model, we believe that the relatively large effect sizes are representative

444

of an observed positive population average association between drug use intensification and the

445

timing of SA receipt. Fourth, although we were not able to control for drug prices, our measures

446

of increased drug use were derived on relatively short time frames during which the magnitude

447

of price change, if any, should be relatively small. Moreover, the long study period spanning

448

over eight years should attenuate the risk of bias being introduced in our estimates by price

449

changes coinciding with SA disbursement. Lastly, while our analysis was based on cohort

450

studies involving people who use illicit drugs, given that our study population was characterized

451

by long-term use and high prevalence of mental illness, and the wide-ranging nature of the

452

social safety net in BC, including healthcare and SA delivery policies, caution must be exercised

453

in applying these estimates to other settings.

454

In conclusion, our results suggest a strong temporal association between SA receipt and

455

an increase in drug use intensity, compared to levels of use at other times. As such, our findings

456

contribute to the disentangling of the causal pathways linking different income sources and drug

457

use. These findings also reinforce a growing body of evidence pointing to the inadvertent harm

458

produced by monthly SA disbursement and suggest that alternative approaches that preserve

459

the important poverty-reducing effects of state-provided benefits but are better able to mitigate

460

any inadvertent, drug-related harm should be tested rigorously.
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Appendix

663

Figure Captions

664

Figure 1. Frequency and timing of social assistance receipt with respect to assessment

665

date.

666

Biannual assessments occurred only on weekdays, and given SA disbursement occurring on

667

the last Wednesday of every month, there were no 3- and 4-days prior observations.

668
669

Figure 2. Increased drug use associated with Social Assistance receipt within the one-

670

week recall period of the drug use items included in the biannual assessments.

671

The indicator of increased drug use was defined as the percentage increase in the average

672

times per day a given drug was used. The outcome indicators are defined comparing drug use

673

during the last week to drug use during the last six months. Primary drug use was defined as

674

either daily use of a drug or the drug with the highest frequency of use, among either opioids

675

(heroin, methadone, morphine or other prescription opioids) or stimulants (cocaine, crack

676

cocaine, methamphetamine). Polydrug use was defined as reporting a combination of more

677

than one primary drug among any of the aforementioned illicit drugs. Day-by-day results refer to

678

SA receipt timing relative to biannual assessment completion.

679
680

681
682
683
684
685

Table 1. Baseline participant characteristics, stratified by reporting of social assistance receipt
within the one-week recall period of the drug use items at least once over the study period.
Total
Yes
No
P-value
N (%)
Number of participants
2661 (100)
1415 (53.2)
1246 (46.8)
Age (Median [IQR])
36.1 [23.6-45.2] 38.9 [26.6-46.2] 29.0 [22.2-42.9] <.001
Male
1798 (67.6)
949 (67.1)
849 (68.1)
0.556
White
1651 (62.0)
856 (60.5)
795 (63.8)
0.079
a
Relationship Status , L6M
775 (29.6)
413 (29.6)
362 (29.5)
0.945
Education, less than high school
1428 (54.6)
751 (54.1)
677 (55.1)
0.600
Lived in DTES, ever
1255 (69.0)
801 (71.7)
454 (64.7)
0.002
Homelessness, ever
2265 (85.3)
1202 (85.1)
1063 (85.6)
0.738
Injection, ever
1994 (74.9)
1177 (83.2)
817 (65.6)
<.001
Years since first injection (Median [IQR])
16.2 [8.0-26.3] 17.9 [9.6-27.7] 13.6 [6.3-24.4] <.001
Overdosed, ever
1166 (44.1)
662 (47.0)
504 (40.9)
0.002
HIV Positive
750 (28.2)
451 (31.9)
299 (24.0)
<.001
HCV Positive
1670 (62.8)
1021 (72.2)
649 (52.1)
<.001
Mental illness, ever
1447 (54.4)
749 (52.9)
698 (56.0)
0.111
Cohort
<.001
ACCESS
747 (28.1)
450 (31.8)
297 (23.8)
VIDUS
1077 (40.5)
672 (47.5)
405 (32.5)
ARYS
837 (31.5)
293 (20.7)
544 (43.7)
Year of baseline assessment
<.001
2005-2006
1442 (54.2)
882 (62.3)
560 (44.9)
2007-2009
924 (34.7)
422 (29.8)
502 (40.3)
2010-2013
295 (11.1)
111 (7.8)
184 (14.8)
Number of follow ups (Median [IQR])
5.0 [2.0-10.0]
8.0 [5.0-12.0]
2.0 [1.0-5.0]
<.001
a
Legally married/common law/regular partner vs. Other
L6M: last six months; DTES: Vancouver’s Downtown East Side; IQR: interquartile range; ACCESS: AIDS
Care Cohort to evaluate Exposure to Survival Services; VIDUS: Vancouver Injection Drug Users Study;
ARYS: At-Risk Youth Study
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Table 2. Income and drug use characteristics, stratified by assessments at which participants
reported social assistance receipt occurring within the one-week recall period of the drug use
items.
Total
N (%)
14961 (100)

689
690
691
692

Yes

No

P-value

a

Number of observations
2859 (19.1)
12102 (80.9)
Primary source of income, L6M
<.001
Social Assistance
9502 (63.5)
1962 (68.6)
7540 (62.3)
Employment
1272 (8.5)
155 (5.4)
1117 (9.2)
Sex work
513 (3.4)
91 (3.2)
422 (3.5)
Street-based income generation
681 (4.6)
146 (5.1)
535 (4.4)
Drug dealing and other acquisitive crime
1587 (10.6)
294 (10.3)
1293 (10.7)
Others
1406 (9.4)
211 (7.4)
1195 (9.9)
Primary drug use, L6M
0.041
Opioids
2208 (14.8)
392 (13.7)
1816 (15.0)
Stimulants
9801 (65.5)
1862 (65.1)
7939 (65.6)
Polydrug
2952 (19.7)
605 (21.2)
2347 (19.4)
b
Intensity of use , L6M (Median [IQR])
All drug users
4.0 [2.0-8.0]
4.0 [2.0-10.0] 4.0 [2.0-8.0] 0.003
Primary opioids users
3.0 [2.0-4.0]
3.0 [2.0-5.0] 3.0 [2.0-4.0] 0.127
Primary stimulants users
4.0 [2.0-8.0]
4.0 [2.0-10.0] 4.0 [2.0-8.0] 0.013
Polydrug users
5.0 [3.0-10.0] 5.0 [3.0-10.0] 5.0 [3.0-10.0] 0.450
Any injection in public, L6M
3545 (23.7)
670 (23.4)
2875 (23.8) 0.716
Any injection, L6M
10231 (68.4) 1999 (69.9)
8232 (68.0) 0.050
Accessed social services, L6M
10345 (69.1) 1984 (69.4)
8361 (69.1) 0.749
Current participation in OAT
6268 (41.9)
1256 (43.9)
5012 (41.4) 0.014
c
Reported 40% drug-specific use increase
1153 (7.7)
329 (11.5)
824 (6.8)
<.001
c
Reported 100% drug-specific use increase
839 (5.6)
241 (8.4)
598 (4.9)
<.001
c
Reported 200% drug-specific use increase
272 (1.8)
106 (3.7)
166 (1.4)
<.001
c
Reported change from non-daily use to daily
381 (2.6)
90 (3.1)
291 (2.4)
0.023
a
L6M: last six months; OAT: Opioid agonist treatment. Chi-squared tests for categorical variables.
b
Times per day primary drug was used on days of use; considered most frequent drug for polydrug use.
c
Within one-week recall period compared to L6M.
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a

Table 3. GEE analysis of factors associated with intensified drug use following social assistance
b
receipt among people who use illicit drugs in Vancouver, Canada (2005-2013; N=2,661 ).
Bivariate
Multivariable
Unadjusted OR
P-value
Adjusted OR
P-value
(95% CI)
(95% CI)
c
SA receipt within recall period
1.80 (1.54 - 2.10) <.001
1.79 (1.53 - 2.09)
<.001
Age, per year
1.00 (1.00 - 1.01) 0.193
1.01 (1.00 - 1.01)
0.187
Male
0.99 (0.84 - 1.16) 0.885
1.04 (0.87 - 1.24)
0.645
White
1.00 (0.86 - 1.17) 0.972
0.98 (0.83 - 1.14)
0.764
Currently living in DTES
1.34 (1.15 - 1.55) <.001
1.27 (1.07 - 1.52)
0.008
Currently unstable housing
1.22 (1.04 - 1.44) 0.018
1.03 (0.85 - 1.24)
0.778
Primary source of income, L6M
Social Assistance
Reference
Reference
Employment
1.15 (0.89 - 1.48) 0.287
1.46 (1.11 - 1.92)
0.007
Sex work
1.40 (1.00 - 1.97) 0.052
1.30 (0.89 - 1.89)
0.174
Street-based income generation
1.21 (0.86 - 1.70) 0.274
1.21 (0.86 - 1.72)
0.279
Drug dealing and other acquisitive crime
1.16 (0.92 - 1.48) 0.209
1.11 (0.86 - 1.43)
0.415
d
Other
1.19 (0.93 - 1.51) 0.171
1.26 (0.99 - 1.62)
0.064
e
Primary drug use, L6M and OAT receipt
Opioids, not on OAT
Reference
Reference
Stimulants, not on OAT
1.04 (0.77 - 1.41) 0.780
1.15 (0.85 - 1.55)
0.379
Polydrug, not on OAT
1.42 (1.02 - 1.98) 0.037
1.31 (0.93 - 1.83)
0.123
Opioids, on OAT
1.05 (0.69 - 1.59) 0.830
1.10 (0.72 - 1.68)
0.649
Stimulants, on OAT
1.36 (1.00 - 1.83) 0.047
1.44 (1.06 - 1.95)
0.020
Polydrug, on OAT
1.54 (1.08 - 2.20) 0.017
1.45 (1.02 - 2.08)
0.041
Any injection in public, L6M
1.48 (1.26 - 1.74) <.001
1.49 (1.24 - 1.78)
<.001
HIV positive
1.05 (0.90 - 1.24) 0.534
1.07 (0.90 - 1.26)
0.449
HCV positive
1.20 (1.00 - 1.45) 0.053
0.97 (0.77 - 1.23)
0.812
Mental illness, ever
1.14 (0.98 - 1.33) 0.088
1.23 (1.06 - 1.44)
0.008
a
Increased drug use was a composite measure defined as either: (i) a drug-specific increase in the
frequency of use of at least 40%; or (ii) a change from non-daily to daily use of an illicit drug; or (iii) an
increase in the number of different drugs used daily.
b
A total of 2,661 participants with 14,961 observations were included in the analyses.
c
Social assistance receipt occurring within the one-week recall period of the drug use items included in
the biannual assessments.
d
Includes transfers from partners and family members, student loans, selling personal items, widow’s
pensions, and other reported responses captured in an open text field.
e
Interaction term used in the model to control for substance-specific differential effect of OAT.
GEE: Generalized estimating equations; SA: Social assistance; OR: odds ratio; CI: confidence interval;
DTES: Vancouver’s Downtown East Side; L6M: last six months; OAT: Opioid agonist treatment.
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Figure 1.
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Figure 2.

